
Move beyond transactions to increase engagement

SEE THE BANKING 
EXPERIENCE THROUGH 

YOUR CUSTOMER’S EYES

Your customers know exactly what they want: a consistent banking experience across all channels; easy to 
use financial services that can be accessed anywhere, 24/7; and a single view of all their banking activities. 

Move beyond transactions and create exciting customer journeys 
that increase engagement, offer delight and build loyalty.

Meet your customers where they are by embedding payments and other services within third-party apps. With a digital core, you can also 
harness the power of customer data to gain insight and give customers what they want before they ask. Make every customer interaction a 

chance to learn, move and improve. When you see banking through your customers’ eyes you can offer personal banking at its very best.

Bank Benefits

Feature

Single 
platform

Open, API-based 
framework

Easy 
integration

Real-time 
transaction 
processing

Customer-centric 
approach

Customer Benefits

Unify the customer experience across all 
channels, users and contexts

Invest in just the components you need with 
easy upgrades and the ability to integrate 

with third-party solutions

Reduce complexity, costs and time spent on 
integration and upgrades while retaining the 

ability to customize options

Enhance efficiency and 
reduce costs, back-office 

processes and risk 

Access a 360-degree view of all customer 
interactions, and leverage data and AI to 

better meet customer needs

Enjoy a consistent, personalized and 
intuitive experience across all banking 

teams and channels

Access innovative financial services that 
enhance the entire banking experience

Tap into a richer banking experience with 
regular enhancements that keep pace with 

modern financial offerings  

Gain 24x7 secure access to financial 
services, instant cash flows and transaction 
confirmations, online verification and more

Receive highly targeted and relevant banking 
offers that anticipate needs and exceed 

expectations
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Whether you choose to tailor features by device type, craft unique journeys by customer, or begin a process in one 
channel and complete it in another, a digital core offers the innovation that benefits banks and customers alike.

For banking associates to deliver on these expectations, a complete view 
of the customer is essential. But how do you manage all the moving parts 
while providing a personalized, exceptional customer experience? 

Simple. You need a digital core that supports seamless connectivity 
across all customer touchpoints, is choreographed in real time and 
provides the same view for customers and bankers. 
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